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The transforming healthcare market presents opportunities & challenges for payers. Emerging trends include
exploring public exchange connectivity solutions, developing private exchange solution, adopting digital data
standards and getting ready for ICD-10 requirements. Healthcare businesses realize that they can either adapt
& change or face the risk of being ousted by the evolving marketplace.
Source: CIPROMS - a renowned provider of medical-practice solutions with a national presence, specializing in revenue cycle management
tools for medical professionals.

How Will The ‘Unbanked’ Buy Insurance On The
Exchanges?
When movie stars become unbankable, they’re no longer a slam dunk at
the box office. When investments become unbankable, they’re relegated
to the junk pile. For ordinary Americans deemed unbankable, those who
don’t have a traditional checking or savings account, it can be hard to
simply pay bills.
Read more

HHS issues blueprint for culturally and linguistically
appropriate healthcare
The Department of Health and Human Services has released an
enhanced National Standards for Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate
Services in Health and Health Care -- a blueprint meant to help
organizations improve healthcare quality in serving diverse communities
in the U.S.
Read more

Providers see shift to outpatient care
Health systems foresee a major shift this year from inpatient
admissions to treatment in outpatient settings as they overhaul care
delivery models to meet healthcare reform changes, according to the
Premier healthcare alliance. In its spring 2013 Economic Outlook, 69
percent of the 530 hospital executives and practice area managers who
responded to the survey projected an increase in 2013 outpatient volume
compared to last year, Premier...
Read more

hCentive News & Events
Upcoming Events
hCentive and healthcare industry experts will
discuss the dynamics of QHP applications
and Exchange implementation at the AHIP
Exchange Conference, "Exchanges: Are You
Ready?" on June 12th at Las Vegas, Nevada

Healthcare IT News
hCentive Executives Presenting at AHIP
Institute 2013 and the AHIP Exchange
Conference

69% of Employers Plan to
Offer Healthcare
Coverage After 2014
The Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act is having
little effect on workforce
strategies, employer survey data
shows. More than two-thirds of
employers say they will continue
to provide healthcare...
Read more

Private insurance
exchange market heats
up to rival state
The age of the insurance
exchange is here, and it's not just
state and federal governments
getting in on the action.
Increasingly private companies
are developing their own online
marketplaces where employers...
Read more

hCentive Blog
Three Lesser Discussed Strategies for
Achieving Success in the Reformed Market
There have been a lot of opinions expressed about
how the payer’s margin will be squeezed in the
reformed health insurance market. This discussion
focuses its attention on dealing with the situation,
i.e. preparing a business strategy for survival in
the new Exchange market. There is Life for Plans
o f f the Exchange - Restrictions imposed by the
ACA are here to stay but a smart payer can still dig
out profits by reading between the lines. For
instance, the Healthcare Law stipulates that health
insurance products sold on and o f f the
federal/state health care exchanges should put
forth the same range of premiums, out-of-pocket
expenses, etc.
Read more

About hCentive
hCentive is in the business of helping payers, states and the federal government set up exchanges and
online sales portals. Our suite of products provides solutions for Individual Sales & Enrollment, Group
Sales & Enrollment, Private Exchanges, Medicare Eligibility & Enrollment, Exchange Connectivity
and Public Exchanges.
To see how we can help your business: Explore Our Products & Solutions
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